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Re:

In the Matter of us. Bank National Association, et al., Index No.
652382/2014 (Sup. Ct. N.Y. Cty.)

Dear Michael:
I write on behalf of JPMorgan Chase & Co. ("JPMorgan") to correct
certain comments you made during the February 23, 2015 teleconference with Justice
Friedman in the above-referenced Article 77 proceeding (the "Proceeding") and to make
clear our position concerning the reasonable scope of any discovery from JPMorgan.
As we have discussed, the objectors' 18 multi-part requests (11
propounded on behalf of all objectors and 7 propounded on behalf of Ambac Assurance
Corp. alone) suffer from three fundamental problems: (i) they largely seek documents
going to the underlying merits of the settled claims; (ii) they are exceedingly overbroad
and unduly burdensome; and (iii) certain requests seek the very same documents that the
trustees have already agreed to produce, and you have offered no reasonable justification
for the significant expense and burden involved in such duplicative discovery.
We last spoke about your clients' demands for discovery from JPMorgan
on January 12,2015. During that call, I explained all of these issues. Nevertheless, I
made clear that JPMorgan would be willing to entertain narrowed requests for targeted
information that is relevant to the Proceeding and is not otherwise being produced to you
by the trustees. During that call you also asked for the first time whether JPMorgan
would produce documents about trustee conflicts. Although the objectors had never
requested documents from JPMorgan concerning trustee conflicts (which I pointed out to
you), I made clear that JPMorgan would be willing to consider specific requests on that
subject if the objectors chose to make any. Yet following the January 12 call, we heard
nothing further from you (or any other counsel for the objectors) for six weeks, until your
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surprising statement to the Court during the teleconference that you wanted to discuss
discovery issues about JPMorgan. I address each of these issues in more detail below.
Overbroad and Burdensome Requests Directed to the Merits of the Settled Claims

The objectors have made no effort to tailor their requests to the limited
scope and nature of this Article 77 Proceeding. See CPLR § 7701 (providing a "right to
examine the trustees" (emphasis supplied)); Andrews v. Trustco Bank, NA., 289 A.D.2d
910,913 (3d Dep't 2001) (denying discovery demands for "'all memorand[a],
correspondence, and work papers related to the administration of the trust'" because they
"plainly are overbroad, seek irrelevant information and impose an undue burden[.]"); In
re Beeman, 108 A.D.2d 1010, 1012 (3d Dep't 1985) (limiting discovery to trustee).
Rather, the requests seek wholesale discovery into the underlying merits
of all of JPMorgan's many RMBS litigations and investigations (including those that do
not even involve the Accepting Trusts), and appear designed to impose the maximum
burden on JPMorgan in the process. For example, the objectors' requests seek without
limitation all documents produced in every government investigation relating to
JPMorgan's RMBS activities, of which there have been several, and every transcript from
depositions of JPMorgan's current or former employees in all of JPMorgan's RMBS
cases, of which there are many dozen. The tens (and likely hundreds) of millions of
pages of documents sought by these unbounded requests are also replete with confidential
non-party borrower information which the objectors have no right to receive. Moreover,
many of the requested documents have no possible connection to the trusts included in
the Settlement Agreement or they pertain to Trusts in which the objectors have no interest
at all.
Virtually none of this massive discovery is relevant to the sole question
before the Court: Whether the trustees abused their discretion when they accepted the
Settlement Agreement on the recommendation of their independent experts. In re Bank
ofNew York Mellon, 2014 WL 1057187, at *9 (Sup. Ct. N.Y. Cnty Jan. 31,2014); In re
IBJ Schroder, 2000 N.Y. Misc. LEXIS 692, at *8 (Sup. Ct. N.Y. Cnty. Aug. 16,2000)
("[T]he trustee's decision to compromise ... [an] action is within the scope of the
trustee's powers ... and is entitled to judicial deference."). Rather, the vast majority of
the objectors' requests seek discovery going to the merits or strength of the settled
repurchase or servicing claims and therefore have no tenable connection to the Court's
limited inquiry. See, e.g., Andrews, 289 A.D.2d at 913.1 This is the exact result the
1 Even in the context of class action settlements-a circumstance and standard markedly different from an
Article 77 proceeding-the sort of merits discovery sought hereby the objectors is disallowed. See
Newman v. Stein, 464 F.2d 689, 691-92 (2d Cir. 1972) ("since the very purpose ofa compromise is to
avoid the trial of sharply disputed issues and to dispense with wasteful litigation, the court must not turn the
settlement hearing into a trial[.]" (internal quotation marks omitted»; Zerkle v. Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Co.,
52 F.R.D. 151, 159 (S.D.N.Y. 1971) ("In determining whether to approve the compromise or not, the Court
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Settlement Agreement is designed to avoid and is an approach the Court has
unequivocally rejected. See Dec. 16,2014 Tr. at 80:13-17 ("[T]he ultimate hearing of
this matter is not going to be a minitrial on the merits ofthe repurchase claims. I think
everyone would agree, if not on the record at least in private, that that is not the proper
result for this Article 77 proceeding .. .") (emphasis supplied).
For clarity, I address below the particular demands that are overbroad and
exceed the scope of any relevant issue in this Article 77 Proceeding:
•

Request Nos. 1-4, 6, 10, 11 and the Ambac Requests seek expansive discovery
concerning (i) all of lPMorgan's 100-plus RMBS litigations (e.g., transcripts of
every deposition of current and former employees concerning RMBS (Req. No.3)
and all "[d]ocuments produced 0 to the DOl and to the SEC in connection with
the investigations that resulted in the JPMorgan-DOl Settlement and JPMorganSEC Settlement." (Req. No.4», (ii) loan reunderwriting performed by JPMorgan
(Req. No.6), and (iii) loan files, databases and loan-specific quality control and
diligence processes (Ambac Requests). The burden involved with such a massive
production is substantial (even if the protective order and individual
confidentiality issues could be overcome) and there is no reason to believe that
this discovery would have any plausible bearing on a review of the trustees'
decision-making process. For example, the separate settlements that lPMorgan
reached with the DOl and the SEC are well known and have been widely
publicized. To the extent the objectors intend to argue that the trustees abused
their discretion because they failed to account for some purported misfeasance or
past settlements involving lPMorgan, they are free to pursue those arguments,
however misguided and unsupported by the facts as they may be, based on
publicly available information. The same holds true for the alleged (and grossly
exaggerated) breach rates in Ambac's and other RMBS plaintiffs' publicly filed
complaints. The objectors are free to make the argument that the trustees should
have requested and considered that information.

•

Request Nos. 7 and 8 seek all correspondence with certificateholders "concerning
any analysis of losses to the JPMorgan Trusts." This information, which was not
provided to the trustees, is also not relevant to the trustees' independent
evaluation of the Settlement. Moreover, these requests seek information about
lPMorgan's confidential mediation with the Institutional Investors. As the
Institutional Investors' counsel has previously informed you, the content of those
negotiations, conducted before a California mediator, is protected from disclosure

does not try out the disputed issues. The compromise was agreed to for the purpose of avoidingjust that.");
Matter ofNachison v. Phoenix ofHartford Ins. Co., 30 A.D.2d 499,503 (3d Dep't 1968) (denying
discovery to conduct "full scale trial of the issues").
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under a mediation privilege. JPMorgan is not at liberty to unilaterally produce
any such mediation documents.

Requests Seeking Duplicative Discovery
Request Nos. 5 and 9 seek information that is potentially relevant to this
Proceeding-"[c]ommunications with the Trustees concerning actual or potential
breaches of representations made by JPMorgan" and "[a]ll documents JPMorgan
provided to any Trustee Expert or to the Trustees for use by or with respoct to any
Trustee Expert." However, these requests are entirely duplicative of requests directed to
the trustees, for which the trustees have agreed to produce responsive documents. Other
than to impose unnecessary burdens and costs on JPMorgan, there is no reason to seek
the exact same discovery of JPMorgan. As we informed you when we last spoke on
January 12, this is a large volume of information, all of which the trustees have agreed to
provide to the objector group because it relates to their evaluation of the Settlement
Agreement. If the trustees are unable to produce these materials, we will work with you
and the trustees' counsel to complete that production and to ensure that you have access
to this information. Unless and until such an issue arises, however, there is no basis to
demand this same discovery from JPMorgan.

Trustee Conflicts
The objectors did not serve JPMorgan with any discovery requests
relating to what you refer to as "trustee conflicts." However, during our January 12 call,
you asked whether lPMorgan was going to produce such documents. We pointed out to
you that the objectors neglected to include any such document requests, but that we
would nevertheless consider responding to tailored requests on that topic should the
objectors choose to make them. We have heard nothing else on the subject.

*

*

*

In light of the foregoing, I was extremely surprised when you sought to
blindside JPMorgan by raising issues with the Court on the teleconference without notice.
In the future, I ask that you at least provide us the professional courtesy of informing us
that you intend to raise issues with the Court before doing so. We would certainly extend
you the same courtesy.
Sincerely,

~4~~

Robert A. Sacks

/
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cc:

Counsel to Objecting Parties
Counsel to Trustees
Counsel to Institutional Investors
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